The strong continuity principle reads "every pointwise continuous function from a complete separable metric space to a metric space is uniformly continuous near each compact image." We show that this principle is equivalent to the fan theorem for monotone Π 0 1 bars. We work in the context of constructive reverse mathematics.
Introduction
In Bishop's constructive mathematics [6] , the statement "every pointwise continuous function on a compact metric space is uniformly continuous" implies the fan theorem for detachable bars [9] , which is recursively false [14, Chapter 4, Section 7.6] . This led Bishop to adopt uniform continuity, or more generally uniform continuity on each compact subset, as the fundamental notion of continuity in his theory of metric spaces. Call this notion Bishop continuity.
Bishop continuity works well for locally compact metric spaces with which much of Bishop's theory of metric spaces is concerned. When we go beyond the context of locally compact metric spaces, however, it does not behave well as a composition of two Bishop continuous functions need not be Bishop continuous (see e.g. Schuster [13, Section 3] ). For this reason, Bridges [7] introduced the following notion of continuity for functions between metric spaces.
In this paper, we are interested in the strength of strong continuity compared with that of pointwise continuity. In particular, our aim is to capture the difference between strong continuity and pointwise continuity of functions on a complete separable metric space by a variant of fan theorem in the spirit of constructive reverse mathematics [10, 11] . To this end, we introduce the following continuity principle, called strong continuity principle:
SC Every pointwise continuous function from a complete separable metric space to a metric space is strongly continuous.
The main result of this paper is that SC is equivalent to the fan theorem for monotone Π . We also introduce a new variant of fan theorem, called sc-FAN, and show that it is equivalent to Π 0 1 -FAN M . The principle sc-FAN is quite similar to the principle c-FAN due to Berger [3] but it is based on a slightly weaker notion of c-set, and hence is stronger than c-FAN.
The significance of our results are as follows. First, it gives a logical characterisation of SC in terms of fan theorem. Second, compared with the previous works on Π 0 1 -FAN M in constructive reverse mathematics [5, 9] , SC is a more natural continuity principle for Π UCT Every pointwise continuous function from a compact metric space to a metric space is uniformly continuous.
It has been known that Π 0 1 -FAN M implies UCT [9, Theorem 2]; however since SC looks much stronger than UCT, it is more likely that Π 0 1 -FAN M is strictly stronger than UCT. Finally, the notion of c-set that is used to define sc-FAN seems to clarify the difference between Π 0 1 -FAN M and c-FAN. We work in Bishop-style informal constructive mathematics [6] ; however it should be straightforward to formalise our result in Aczel's constructive set theory CZF with Countable Choice [1] .
Related works
Connections between various forms of fan theorems and continuity principles are extensively studied in constructive reverse mathematics; see Diener and Loeb [9, Section 9] for an overview. In particular, several people established equivalence between Π 0 1 -FAN M and some forms of continuity principle: the uniform locally constancy of every locally constant function from {0, 1} N to R (Berger and Bridges [5] ) and the uniform equicontinuity of every equicontinuous sequence of functions from {0, 1} N to R (Diener and Loeb [9] ). Note that Π 0 1 -FAN M should not be confused with the similar principle Π 0 1 -FAN mentioned in [2, 4, 12] , where the latter does not require that bars be monotone.
3 As far as we know, it is still open whether Π 3 In [5, 9] , the principle Π 0 1 -FAN M is called the fan theorem for Π 0 1 bars, but its definition requires that bars be monotone.
Notations
We fix our notation. The set of finite sequences of natural numbers is denoted by N * , and the set of finite binary sequences is denoted by {0, 1} * . The letters i, j, k, n, m, N, M range over N, and a, b, c range over N * . Greek letters α, β, γ, δ range over the sequences N N . An element of N * of length n is denoted by a 0 , . . . , a n−1 , and the empty sequence is denoted by . The length of a is denoted by |a|, and the concatenation of a and b is denoted by a * b. The concatenation of a finite sequence a and a sequence α is denoted by a * α. The initial segment of α of length n is denoted by αn. We assume a fixed bijective coding of finite sequences where the sequence coded by n is denoted byn. We sometimes use λn. notation for a sequence. In particular, we put 0 ω = λn.0, the constant 0 sequence. We first recall some basic notions related to trees. A tree is an inhabited decidable subset of N * that is closed under initial segments. A spread is a tree T such that ∀a ∈ T ∃n T (a * n ).
Here, T (a * n ) means a * n ∈ T . Let T be a spread. A sequence α is a path of T , written α ∈ T , if ∀n T (αn). The set of paths of T is denoted by K T , i.e.
A subset P of a spread T is said to be
• a bar of T if ∀α ∈ T ∃n P (αn);
• a uniform bar if there exists an N such that ∀α ∈ T ∃n ≤ N P (αn);
• Π 0 1 if there exists a sequence (B n ) n∈N of decidable subsets B n of T such that P = n∈N B n ;
When we say that P is a bar of T , we assume that P is a subset of T . When we say that P is a bar, this means that P is a bar of the universal spread N * . A fan is a spread T such that
For each fan T , the principle Π We introduce an auxiliary fan theorem Π 0 1 -FAN * M (T ) for each fan T . Given a fan T and a bar P (of the universal spread N * ), we say that P is uniform with respect to T if P ∩ T is a uniform bar of T . Then, for each fan T , the principle Π 
Then, we extend Γ T to Γ *
1 bar of T , and hence it is uniform. Then P is uniform with respect to T .
Conversely, assume Π
Then, Q is a monotone Π 0 1 subset of N * , which is easily seen to be a bar by the definition of Γ * T in (2.2). Hence, Q is uniform with respect to T . Then, P is uniform.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the one given by Troelstra and van Dalen [14, Chapter 4, Section 7.5] for a similar fact about fan theorem.
First, suppose that T is a subfan of {0, 1} * . Let ∆ T : {0, 1} * → T be the function that is similarly defined as Γ T (cf. (2.1)), and let ∆ *
Next, we consider the case where T is not necessarily a subfan of {0, 1}
* . In this case, we can embed T into {0, 1}
* by a function Φ given by
Let T ′ be a subfan of {0, 1} * obtained by closing the image of Φ under initial segments. Then, the function Φ is naturally extended to a uniformly continuous function Φ * :
uniformly continuous inverse of Φ that is defined as the extension of a function Ψ :
The modulus of Ψ * :
Indeed, for each α, β ∈ K T ′ and n ∈ N, we have
, and let P be a monotone Π
Then for each α ∈ T , we have P (Ψ(Φ * (α)N )). Since Ψ(Φ * (α)N ) is an initial segment of α and |Ψ(Φ(α)N )| ≤ M , we have P (αM ). Hence P is a uniform bar of T . Therefore Π 
The principle sc-FAN
We introduce another fan theorem sc-FAN based on the notion of c-set.
Let T be a spread. A subset P ⊆ T is a c-set if there exists a decidable subset D ⊆ N * such that
for all a ∈ T . Note that every c-set is monotone. A c-bar of T is a c-set that is a bar of T . For each fan T , the principle sc-FAN(T ) reads:
sc-FAN(T ) Every c-bar of T is uniform.
The strong continuous fan theorem is the principle Π 0 1 -FAN M ({0, 1} * ), which is simply denoted by sc-FAN.
Remark 3.1. The principle sc-FAN should not be confused with c-FAN introduced in [3] , since we have slightly weaken the notion of c-set from the one that is used to define c-FAN. In [3] , a c-set is defined as in (3.1) except that the quantification ∀b is restricted to T . Proof. Let (B n ) n∈N be a sequence of decidable subsets of T such that P =
Since P (a) ↔ ∀nD(a * n ) for each a ∈ T , we have Q ⊆ P . To see that Q is bar of T , let α ∈ T . Since P is a bar, there exists an n such that P (αn). Sicne P is monotone, we also have P (α(n + 1)). We claim that Q(α(n + 1)), i.e. ∀bD(α(n + 1) * b), which is proved by induction on the length of b. If |b| = 0, then D(α(n + 1)) ↔ B αn (αn), and the right hand side follows from the fact that P (αn). The inductive case follows from the monotonicity of P . 
, we conclude that Q is a uniform. Conversely, assume sc-FAN(T ), and let P be a monotone Π 0 1 bar of T . By Lemma 3.2, there exists a c-bar of T that is contained in P . By sc-FAN(T ), we conclude that P is uniform.
We introduce an auxiliary fan theorem sc-FAN * (T ) for each fan T , which reads:
sc-FAN * (T ) Every c-bar of N * is uniform with respect to T .
It is easy to see that Proposition 3.3 holds for the starred variants as well. By Proposition 3.3, Proposition 3.4, and Corollary 2.3, we have the following. 4 In [3] , the fan T is fixed to the binary tree.
Proposition 3.5. The following are equivalent:
2. sc-FAN.
sc-FAN(T ) for all fan T .
4. sc-FAN * (T ) for all fan T .
Strong continuity principle 4.1 Strongly continuous functions
We give some convenient characterisations of strongly continuous functions on complete metric spaces (cf. Definition 1.1). Let f : X → Y be a function between metric spaces, and let K ⊆ X be a compact subset. We say that f is uniformly continuous near K if for each ε > 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that for all x, u ∈ X
Since a closed subset of a complete metric space is complete, a strongly continuous function on a complete metric space admits a simple characterisation.
Lemma 4.1. A function from a complete metric space to a metric space is strongly continuous if and only if it is uniformly continuous near each compact subset of its domain.
Next, we characterise a strongly continuous function on Baire space N N . Note that Baire space is a complete separable metric space with the product metric given by
Let f : N N → X be a function to a metric space (X, d), and let T be a fan. We say that f is uniformly continuous near T if for each ε > 0, there exists an N such that
It is well known that each inhabited compact subset of Baire space can be represented by the set of paths of some fan. Then, the following is clear.
Lemma 4.2. A function f : N N → X to a metric space X is strongly continuous if and only if f is uniformly continuous near each fan.
In particular, a function f : N N → N to the discrete space of natural numbers is strongly continuous if and only if for each fan T , there exists an N such that ∀α ∈ T ∀β αN = βN → f (α) = f (β) .
Strong continuity principle for Baire space
We focus on the following special case of SC (cf. 1 Introduction): Define a function f :
where D α is a bounded subset of N given by
Since P is a c-bar of N * , the function f is pointwise continuous. Hence f is uniformly continuous near T by SC B (T ). Thus, there exists an N such that
We show that ∀α ∈ T P (αM ). Let α ∈ T , and put a def = αM . We must show that ∀b D(a * b). But for any b ∈ N * , we have M > f (a * 0 ω ) = f (a * b * 0 ω ), so we must have D(a * b). Hence P is a uniform bar of T .
Clearly, P is a monotone Π 0 1 subset of T , and since f is pointwise continuous, P is a bar of T . By Π 0 1 -FAN M (T ), there exists an N such that ∀α ∈ T P (αN ). Then
Let α ∈ T and β ∈ N N and suppose that αN = βN . Since f is pointwise continuous, there exists an m ≥ N such that f (αm * 0
Hence, f is uniformly continuous near T .
By Corollary 2.3, we have the following. 
Main result
Our main aim is to show the equivalence of SC and Π 
Clearly, P is a monotone Π 0 1 subset of T . To see that P is a bar of T , let α ∈ T . Since f is pointwise continuous, there exists an N such that
Hence P (αN ). By Π 0 1 -FAN M and Corollary 2.3, there exists an N such that ∀α ∈ T P (αN ). Thus,
Let α ∈ T and β ∈ N N and suppose that αN = βN . Since f is pointwise continuous, there exists an
Therefore, f is uniformly continuous near T .
For the next proposition, we use a combination of spread representations of a complete separable metric space and a compact metric space (cf. Troelstra and van Dalen [15, Chapter 7, Section 2.3 and Section 4.2]).
Let (X, d) be a complete separable metric space together with a dense sequence (p n ) n∈N in X, and let K ⊆ X be an inhabited compact subset (i.e. a complete and totally bounded subset). For each k, we can find indices {i 0 , . . . , i n k } ⊆ N such that
By Countable Choice, we have a function I with the domain N that assigns to each k a finite indices with the property (4.1). By Countable Choice again, we also have a function
for all i, j, k. Then, for each k and i, the subset
is decidable and inhabited by i. Moreover, for each k and i ∈ I k+1 , there exists an
Hence, for each k and i ∈ I k+1 , the subset
is finite and inhabited. We now define a spread T 0 and a fan T 1 by specifying their branches:
Note that T 1 is a subfan of T 0 .
Lemma 4.6.
For each
for each x ∈ X and γ.
where
Proof. We closely follow the proof by Troelstra and van Dalen [15, Chapter 7, Proposition 2.4]. 1 -3 are straightforward. As for 4, let x ∈ K. By Countable Choice, we can find a sequence γ such that
. Then γ ∈ T 1 by 3, and x = lim k→∞ p γ k = x γ . Now fix k and y ∈ U (2 −(k+1) , x). By Countable Choice, construct a sequence β such that ∀n d(y, p βn ) < 2 −(n+1) . Then β ∈ T 0 by 2 and y = x β . Since
. This implies that the sequence δ = γ(k + 1) * λn.β(k + 1 + n) is in T 0 . Since y = x δ , we see that y ∈ V γk . Therefore U (2 −(k+1) , x) ⊆ V γk .
Let ϕ T0 : K T0 → X be the mapping γ → x γ . Note that ϕ T0 is uniformly continuous. We also have a mapping Γ T0 : N * → T 0 defined by (2.1). Then, Γ T0 can be naturally extended to a uniformly continuous function Γ * 
(SC) Every pointwise continuous function from a complete separable metric space to a metric space is strongly continuous.
Proof. It suffices to show that 1 implies 2. Assume 1. Let f : X → Y be a pointwise continuous function from a complete separable metric space X to a metric space Y , and let K ⊆ X be an inhabited compact subset. We must show that f is uniformly continuous near K. Construct a spread T 0 and a subfan T 1 of T 0 with the property described in Lemma 4.6. Let Φ T0,X : N N → X be the uniformly continuous function that is introduced just above this proposition. Then, g def = f • Φ T0,X is pointwise continuous, and thus strongly continuous by the assumption. Now fix ε > 0. Since g is uniformly continuous near T 1 , there exists an N such that ∀α ∈ T 1 ∀β αN = βN → d Y (g(α), g(β)) < ε .
Let x ∈ K and u ∈ X such that d X (x, u) < 2 −(N +1) . By item 4 of Lemma 4.6, there exists an α ∈ T 1 and a β ∈ T 0 such that αN = βN , x = Φ T0,X (α), and u = Φ T0,X (β). Then d Y (f (x), f (u)) = d Y (g(α), g(β)) < ε. Therefore f is uniformly continuous near K.
We conclude with a summary of our main results. 2. sc-FAN.
